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What a time to be a music educator.
Our year has been faced with many choices that could
have never been foreseen. As music educators, our
compass is steadily set on our passion for students to learn
in a safe space, filled with the joys of making music. But
making music feels so much different this year. We have
been faced with so many struggles, obstacles, and “asks”
beyond our wildest imaginations. Yet, we continue to
persevere. Does anyone else ever reflect in a humorous
way by saying things like, “They didn’t prepare us for this
in college?!?” With absolutely no preparation or expertise
in this area, you have all become exactly that - prepared
experts in this area. I know you probably don’t feel that
way, but the amazement and appreciation for what you
bring to the hearts of your schools and communities is
still very much alive. You are continually finding out
what your students’ needs are and finding a way to make
it all happen for them.
Everything you are feeling now is justified and
important. The questions you ask yourself about the
quality of educational lessons you are providing, the
quality of your time with students, the different ways you
have been asked to serve your school, the safety of your
own life, as well as your family’s life; all justified. Another
question you should be asking yourself is, “how is my
social-emotional health?” Your social-emotional health
matters so much to so many. Those sweet eyes that look at
you over the top of their (sometimes improperly-fitting)
masks are counting on you to take care of yourself because
they really, really, really need you. Please remember to
take care of yourself, but also remember that we are in
a season. True, it is a season of doubt and several other
mixed emotions....but this season will too, pass.
We are stronger together. We will persevere.
Do you have a favorite quote that inspires you? In my
experience, different days can bring different inspirations.
I have gone between so many like “your aim is not as
important as your course correction;” “be the person
you needed when you were younger;” “in the middle of
difficulty lies opportunity;” but my current favorite is
from Nelson Mandela and can be found at the bottom of
my email signature, “It seems impossible until it is done.”
Finding your inspiration and inner strength may seem
like a neverending search, but I encourage you to search

for one that matches your mood of the moment and
fulfills that part of your soul that needs to hear light.
You know best what you need.
You are so important to so many people. Ignite your
passion for music through children in the way you
know will best serve your students at this time. In the
meantime, ArkMEA is here to support and serve you
with your needs. Please feel free to reach out to me
directly (ashelby@bentonvillek12.org) or any other of
your board members, who can be found by going to
our website (arkmea.org). We are here to serve you and
your students with resources, strategies, and support
that we understand matters the most at this time. And
if you ever feel the desire to serve with us, we would
be thrilled to have you reach out to us for that, too.
There are currently several vacancies we would love
to have filled with service-minded hearts like yourself
to carry out our mission for serving Arkansas music
educators with the support and resources they need.
My hope is that you feel empowered to continue
filling your student’s cups with hope, joy, and the
passion that awakens when we make music together.
I am humbled to serve as your ArkMEA President.
Sincerely,

April Shelby, NBCT, M.Ed.
President
ArkMEA

Nine ways you can start taking care of your mental
health: Exercise, Yoga, Bath, Nature, Social Media,
Positive People, Sleep, Gratitude Practice, Boundaries.
April Shelby, a native of Rogers, Arkansas, is in her 14th year of
teaching. Mrs. Shelby attended college at the University of Arkansas
where she was a member of the Razorback Marching Band,
performing at two Cotton Bowls; and was a member of the top Wind
Symphony, playing on stage at Carnegie Hall.
After receiving her Bachelor of Music in 2005 she began her
music career as head band director at Charleston Middle School
in Charleston, Arkansas. Mrs. Shelby then moved to Elmwood
Middle School in Rogers, Arkansas where she taught all 6th grade
beginning band classes, 7th grade band methods classes, 8th grade
ensemble band, and assisted with the Rogers High School Bands.
Most recently, Mrs. Shelby has taught bands at Central Junior High
and HarBer High School and currently resides as the head band
director at Creekside Middle School in Bentonville, Arkansas.
Mrs. Shelby has a Masters in Education, is a National Board
Certified Teacher, is the President of ArkMEA, as well as a member
of the National Association for Music Education (NAfME), the
International Bandmasters Fraternity (Phi Beta Mu), Arkansas
School Band and Orchestra Association (ASBOA), and Texas Band
Association (TBA).
April is married to Chris Shelby, also a band director, and they have
two handsome boys, Braeden (11) Jackson (9), and one beautiful
daughter, Adeline (4).
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March is Music in Our Schools Month!
update by Bart Dooley

Arkansas Secretary of State, Photos

Music in Our Schools Month
2021 Webinar
Bart Dooley

J

oin us in celebrating Music In Our Schools
because we may revisit it in 2022 (fingers
Month 2021!
crossed)!
Although this year’s MIOSM may look a
Resources to help you celebrate MIOSM can
little different than the past, there are still
be found on the NAfME website including:
ways we can celebrate the importance of music
• FREE concert repertoire and lesson plans!
education. The Arkansas State Capital will likely
Find teaching materials for two free songs
be closed for live performances or assemblies
for fourth grade students, with more to
this March, but our ArkMEA celebration will
come (keep checking back for updates).
still go on.
Also still available are songs from 2018–
This year, we will be
2020 for first-, second-, and fifth-grade
having a special ArkMEA
students.
Webinar for Music In
• FREE sheet music download of “Sing from
Our Schools Month on
Your Heart,” including a lesson plan, lyrics,
Tuesday, March 9 at 6 PM.
track, and vocal track files.
We would like to celebrate
• MIOSM merchandise such as pencils,
what is going on in your
posters, stickers, and buttons.
school with videos and
• Downloadable MIOSM logos to use on
pictures of performances
your Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram for
and classroom activities.
the month of March.
If you would like to
• Printable concert program insert for your
submit something to
virtual/in-person concerts (portraitshare, please consider
oriented version also available).
these guidelines:
• Access to Amplify to see other classroom
• You will need to
ideas from NAfME members and share
make sure that all the
your own.
CDC guidelines are
followed in your pictures and videos.
Bart Dooley is currently in his 21st
• Permission for students to be recorded must
year as a public school music educator
be obtained.
in Conway. Bart received three music
degrees from the University of Central
• Record your video horizontally, so that all
Arkansas. He has taught private piano
videos are uniform.
and voice lessons through the University
• Identify your choir prior to singing.
of Central Arkansas Community School
• The time limit is 10 minutes or less.
of Music for 25 years. He has been an
accompanist for the UCA Voices of Central Arkansas choir
• Creativity is encouraged!
for 16 years. Bart has served on the ArkMEA board as
Share how “Music: The Sound of My Heart”
MIOSM chair for 13 years and Fall Festival Choir chair for
resonates with you, your students, your school,
3 years. He is assistant music minister for Central Baptist
and your community as we celebrate the 36th
Church in Conway.
annual Music In Our Schools Month.
Submit materials to dooleyb@conwayschools.
net by Feb. 28. More information about the
webinar will be provided at arkmea.org. Please
consider being a part of this year’s celebration!
Lastly, I truly appreciate all the teachers and
students who prepared for our celebration
last year. Who would have known that we
would have had to close school the week of our
performances? Please keep last year’s repertoire
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A Top Ten List to Jazz Up Your Classroom
A message to the dedicated (and maybe
a little stretched and weary?) string
teachers out there: I am here to help you
incorporate a little jazz into your program!
Here is a Top 10 list of favorites from some
teachers who know!
10. De Blues, Jazz Philharmonic, Vol. 1 by Randy
Sabien and Bob Phillips, Alfred Publishing
9. Green Onions, arr. by Robert Longfield, Hal
Leonard Corporation
8. Open String Blues, String Explorer book,
Dabczynski/Meyer/Phillips, Alfred Music
Publishing
7. D Jam Blues, William Owens, FJH Music
Company, Inc.
6. Jazz in D, Uni-Tunes book, Carold Nunez, Neil
A. Kjos Music Company
5. The Pink Panther by Henry Mancini, several
arrangements available on JWPepper
4. Don’t Get Around Much Anymore, Duke
Ellington

3. Mama Don’t Allow, Renata Bratt, Highland Etling
Publishing
2. Cruisin’ by Matt Turner, Carl Fischer LLC
and finally... I am assured that you cannot go wrong
with this one for introducing young players to jazz:
1. Groovin’ For the First Time, Jazz Philharmonic,
Vol. 1 by Randy Sabien and Bob Phillips, Alfred
Publishing
Thank you to the teachers who shared these
great ideas with me! If you have not joined the
“School Orchestra and String Teachers” Facebook
page, I highly encourage you to do so. It is a helpful
resource and offers a plethora of support and
encouragement from other string teachers around
the globe!
Mrs. Delania Owen is the violin teacher at the Visual
and Performing Arts Magnet school in Jonesboro,
Arkansas. She teaches first grade through sixth
grade violin classes, from beginners to her advanced
orchestra class. She just completed her tenth year
at VPA. She serves on the ArkMEA Board as the
chair of the Fall Festival Honors Orchestra. She
is married to Dr. Ed Owen, Professor of Music at Arkansas State
University and they have two children, Ashton (math teacher at
Annie Camp Jr. High) and Isabella (sophomore musical theatre
major at Ouachita Baptist University). They share a love of rescue
dogs, Disneyworld, and Broadway musicals.
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Jazz
(in a small school)
by: Leah Venable

W

hen my colleague in the music
department of Dumas High
School, Mr Kuhn, who is also my brother,
was called up by the National Guard
to help with the cleanup of Hurricanes
Laura and Delta last year, I was left in
charge of our high school’s Jazz Band.
Usually, my role in Jazz Band is to play
piano or saxophone along with the
students, wherever I’m needed most,
but not necessarily to lead the group.
I, myself, am not a “jazzer.” I grew up
playing Beethoven
...Our time and Debussy on the
piano and Bach on
was better the
flute. Mr Kuhn,
spent learnin on the other hand,
g has a BA in music
the language
of with a Jazz emphasis.
jazz: rhythm
At first, I didn’t
s, worry about making
chords, and too many plans for
the group because I
improvisatio
n, thought he would be
than teachin out for a couple of
g days, maybe a week.
secondary But the damage of
instruments. the hurricanes was
” extensive and it quickly
turned into a month.
Having no idea as
to what his plans were, I decided to start
with something I knew: The Standard of
Excellence Jazz Method. I had watched
my previous co-worker teach from this
book and I knew the students liked the

music. It also helped that it comes with a
CD that plays the accompaniment, as well
as rhythm and articulation studies. We
began by learning “Jammin with Charlie”
and I used the exercises in the book to
introduce the students to improvising
from the blues scale. After a few days, I
went to the library and pulled out “Blues
by Five” from The Real Easy Book Vol I.
After Mr Kuhn returned, we were ready
to move on from the blues scale into
improvising in the Mixolydian mode
and using chord tones. When later in the
semester Mr Kuhn was called away again,
I went to the library to find something for
our semi-annual concert and picked out
“What Child Is This” from the Combo
Pack Vol 37.
By this point in the high school’s
history, we had consistently had Jazz
Band as a class for five years, despite the
small number of students (we average
5 per year.) Each year’s group has had
a different dynamic and we have had to
adapt to the ensemble. In the first year,
we switched two clarinet players and a
flute player to saxophone, buying some
used instruments for them to play. We
played songs from the Real Easy Books
and hired rhythm players from University
of Arkansas at Monticello to play at the
concert. Our second year was similar
to the first, transferring a horn player
to trumpet. The third year, however,
was different. We had one very skilled
saxophonist and three mediocre ones.

“The key
to teaching
Jazz in a
small school
is to find
material
suited for the
musicians
you have
access to.”

Mr. Kuhn chose easier music, but it
was a struggle to get the group together.
Despite this, Mr. Kuhn insisted that on
every performance each student would
solo. As a result I saw all the students
grow in their playing. We had a flute
player transfer in second semester
which was a nice addition to the group.
It was at that point we realized that
our time was better spent learning the
language of jazz: rhythms, chords, and
improvisation than teaching secondary
instruments.
In our fourth year, we had three
horn players, as well as a drummer and
a piano player. As I didn’t have to play
keys (!), I instead played saxophone
to boost the confidence of our wind
players. Again, we played combo charts
from the Real Easy Books and I also
invested in the Jazz Combo Pak series
by Hal Leonard. There are 50 of these!
This year’s instrumentation includes
two saxes, a trombone, and two
percussion players that also wanted to
pick up guitar; they’ve worked really
hard and have come a long way. We
haven’t gotten to our new tunes yet, but
the spring semester is promising and
hopefully we won’t have many more
interruptions with the Covid pandemic.
Even though I had to teach Jazz a bit this year and that was out of my
comfort zone, it was a great learning experience, for me as well as the
students. The key to teaching Jazz in a small school is to find material
suited for the musicians you have access to. There are great resources out
there for combos. We were lucky to have an administration that agreed to
let us have it as a class, which helps, but is not a necessity. And lastly, even
though I learned piano playing Mozart, I am glad I have the skill to back
up my students’ solos when Mr Kuhn needs to fill the rhythm section, and
I’ve learned a new style along the way.
Leah Venable is the High School Band Director at Dumas Schools in Dumas, AR.
Along with the high school band, she also teaches Music Theory and Beginning
Band. She is the Adjunct Flute Teacher at the University of Arkansas at Monticello,
where she also conducts the UAM Flute Choir. She is the Organist at Prince of
Peace Lutheran Church in Hot Springs. Originally from Hot Springs, she attended
Henderson State University where she got her BME. She has a Master of Music
Education from UCA. Aside from her passion for music, she enjoys exploring the
outdoors with her family.
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Jazz it up!
Opportunities for Jazz
in the Vocal/Music Classroom

by: Christopher T. Cross, MAT

R

elevant! Exciting! Engaging! Enriching! TLC, Boys to Men, Elvis, Ace of Base, Miles Davis,
Inviting! These are just a few of the words and many other contemporary artists that birthed
every music educator would love to have woven into these initial and foundational musical interest and
the fabric and heart of their music programs. I’m perspectives.
sure the vast majority of us (music educators) desire
It was the singing of hymns and gospel songs alongside
to create that musical safe haven where students can family and friends with boisterous voices as youths
explore their gifts, express themselves through song, in our perspective church and religious experiences.
and create harmony vocally as they create harmony Even though we did not comprehend many of the lyrics
socially. Deke Sharon, the “godfather of contemporary of those hymns (maybe it was just me who couldn’t
a cappella,” calls this harmony through harmony. What quite grasp “Come Thou Fount” and a young kid)
a place, right?
we learned to sing passionately as those
around us, thus shaping our musical
Vocal harmony, freedom
IQ, drive, and mechanics. Long before
of artistic expression, exalted
e
r
o
m
d
n
a
e
r
o
m
.
.
.
our formal music training, many were
creative/improvised experiences,
’
s
t
n
e
d
u
t
s
r
sitting on the sidewalks, singing in
musical development, and heart
of ou
,
s
k
r
a
p
s
church quartets, playing folk tunes on
growth: these are the places and
l
a
music
n
the guitar, and these were our informal
spaces our memories take many
o
i
t
a
c
u
d
e
,
s
t
o
o
r
music
education
experiences.
We
of us when we recall our young
s
e
c
n
e
u
l
f
n
i
d
n
a
brought these diverse musical gifts,
music experiences. We all desire
n
i
d
e
p
e
e
t
s
e
backgrounds, genres, approaches and
to create the same or an even more
ar
styles with us as we walked into our first
exalted experience for the students
experiences
n
r
e
music classes (whether that be band,
who have been assigned to us. These
d
o
m
e
h
t
m
o
r
f
choir,
orchestra,
music
appreciation,
young musicians look into our eyes
y
r
a
r
o
p
m
e
t
n
o
c
general music, etc). These are the
with the same need for authentic
.
e
n
e
c
s
c
i
s
u
experiences in which we let our
m
expression, vulnerability, harmonic
hair down (lower the staunchness
engagement, and a place in which
of our classical/formal training), sway,
their gift fits within the collective
artistic environment known as the choir room or the lift our hands, rear back and let our voices rip.
band room or music theory room or general music The saxophonist, guitarist, and trumpeter close
their eyes, squeeze their instruments and release
room.
But what musical experiences initially created this passion-filled riffs.
With the continued rise and dominance of
passion for music in these students? What created this
root spark for musical expression? Well, it’s the same mainstream music and pop culture in our current
as it was for us. For a majority of us, before Mozart, climate, more and more of our students’ musical
William Byrd, Palestrina, and even contemporaries sparks, roots, education and influences are steeped in
such as Whitacre and Stroope, it was The Temptations, experiences from the modern contemporary music
The Beatles, Aretha Franklin, Queen, Bob Dylan, scene. This goes into the depths of their desired
Richard Smallwood, Amy Grant, Mahalia Jackson, timbres, chord progressions, relevance, and relatability.

You don’t
have to be a
jazz expert
in order to
infuse jazz
or create a
stand alone
jazz element
to your
programs.

These students come to our music classrooms
with the expectation of engaging music on
these terms. Oftentimes these students are
met with a musical cultural shift that may
initially be offensive and off putting.
Some may be willing to give the new
formalized classical forms a try. Of these, some
students may learn to immediately embrace
the “new” choralized style and add it to their
musical repertoire. Some will find success,
make all-region/all-state, learn to sight-read,
and find their flow.
Many others will experience the shunning
of their gospelized, jazzy, folksy, bluesy, and
otherwise pop style vocals. They will never
make all-region/all-state because of their
developed music expressions and feel as
though music has no place for them. What
about these kids, who may walk away from
the music classroom but could be destined
for a path of musical success outside of the
formalized style? How can we create a medium
in which all expressions and styles can passionately
engage and explore?
Jazz, in all of its contemporary and root forms,
provides a perfect vehicle for allowing a safe space for
all musical expressions to come together and share their
gifts authentically and openly. Jazz also is a perfect bridge
for formalized classical music forms and the current
mainstream pop stylized music world as students will
have to learn to flex a blend of the mechanisms needed
to create both successfully. This can help lead young
musicians to grow an appetite for developing aural
skills, music theory, and composition. You don’t have
to be a jazz expert in order to infuse jazz or create a
stand alone jazz element to your programs.

Provide a safe space for all students, their voice
types, and their shared experiences. I like to call
this “sing it like you feel it.” There is nothing like
having young singers walk into the classroom ready
to rear back and freely release the music in their
souls, sharing their diverse life experiences in their
musical styles. The following suggestions will help
create opportunities for the many voices waiting to
express themselves, not just within your classroom,
but your school at large. Here are a few warmups/exercises I have used and found successful
for exciting the students’ aural and musical
engagement.
Jazz Long Tones Warm Up
		 Here students will sing the third of the chord
		 on a predetermined vowel shape while
		 accompanied by a bed of jazzy 9th chords.
		 (Exercises available here).
Aural skill benefits
		 -Students singing the third of the chord as
		 opposed to the root
		 -Developing ability to sustain dissonance
		 against accompaniment
		 -Balance and blend amongst the ensemble
Engagement
		 -The chords are very “soulful” and will peak
		 students’ interest and emotional investment in
		 the activity.
		 -With emotional investment, students become
		 more susceptible to guided exploration and
		 conductors directives
		 -Students will make mental, emotional, and
		 kinesthetic connections to the music concepts
		 taught during engagement creating a super
		 highway from performance theory and 			
		 performance application
Performance concepts that can be taught
		 -Singing with a nice warm tone
		 -Breath support and an active awareness of 		
		 sustaining breathing
		 -Dynamics development. Have singers 			
		 consciously shape the line by growing from
		 piano to forte for the first 8 beats and forte 		
		 back to piano during the last 8 beats
		 -Vocal placement and vowel shaping. This 		
		 gives you 16 measures to actively shape 		
		 students’ sound through the given vowels. 		
		 Have students make note of the space 			
		 required to perform the three different vowel
		 shapes given.

		
		
		
		
		
		

-You can also insert more nasal sounds and 		
have the student sing between the extremes
of nasal tones and more dark/back/swallowed
to help them understand voice placement.
You can also discuss the placement at which 		
most genres naturally live and how that affects
the timbre of a given genre. I use this when
		 I’m trying to get students to sing with a 		
		 different timbre inflection in a song. An 		
		 example of this is in an original spiritual,
		 where we sing a more choralized spiritually
		 tone, there is a segment that calls for a stark
		 contrast to a heavy gospel tone that is more
		 pointed and forward which they recall from
		 this exercise.
		 -Improv/ad-lib/add harmony. Give students
		 an opportunity to sing a solo ad-lib while the
		 choir is sustaining the long tone. Stack thirds
		 to increase harmonic complexity. Split the
		 ensemble evenly and have a section perform
		 the 5th of the chord along with the third.
		 Then try adding the 7th and maybe even the
		 9th chord.
Also check out “A Cappella Warm-Ups: For Pop
and Jazz Choirs” by Deke Sharon & Dr. J.D.
Frizzell. This book has a wealth of warm-ups that
have the same benefits as the exercise above.

Singing solfege on blues scales
		 -La- Do- Re- Ri- Mi- Sol- La ascending and
		 descending (best suited in the key of Eb)
		 -Do- Re- Ri- Mi- Sol- La- Do ascending and
		 descending (best suited in the key of C)
		 -If all seven notes of the scale are a challenge,
		 work only the first five notes of the scale
		 ascending and descending
• Once secure, change from solfege syllables to
some kind of “nonsense” syllables. “Bwah, Dah,
Bwah, Dah, Bwah, Dah, Bwah.” This creates a
sense of “vocal play or scat singing.”
• Have students watch videos of scat pros to help
them explore sounds:
		 Ella Fritzgerald
		 Ella Fritzgerald & Mel Torme
		 Louis Armstrong
		 Jazz/Scat Academy
-Tell students to sing the scale in a real “bluesy”
way. Do not define this for them. Let them explore.
Tell them to sing it in a jazzy way. Then try rock,

country, operatic, gospel.
		 Let the kids explore and have fun but listen
		 for which students flex some unexpected muscles
		 in imitating certain genres.
Vocal Play Session
		 -Vocal play is imitating or creating instrument-		
		 like sounds by exploring different tones and 		
		 timbres made with the nose, mouth tongue,		
		 voice, throat, etc.
Begin a vocal play session by creating a sound
two measure ostinato
		 -Loop your sound creation until your singers get
		 the pattern
		 -Have students loop the sound creation with you
		 -Open the floor for one other student to create
		 their own two measure sound creation loop and
		 introduce it along with the previously established
		 sound creation.
		 -Now have everyone learn the new loop. Then,
		 split the group in half and assign half the first
		 creation and the other half the second creation.
		 -Continue adding more sound loops as you see fit
		 or as the group is available by repeating the four
		 previously given steps
		 -Watch vocal play at work with some of the best in
		 the game, a contemporary a cappella group called
		 “Naturally 7.” If students are needing
		 encouragement for sounds to create, watch the
		 following videos of Naturally 7 and try the vocal
		 play session again.
			 Seven Days of Vocal Play - Day 5
			 Wall of Sound
			 Solos
			 Beatboxing Sounds
			 - As always, pre-screen videos before showing
			 your class.
Teaching dissonance and build harmonic
complexity with 7th and 9th chords as opposed to
seconds
		 -Sing a four part chord inserting the 7th and or
		 9th in your scales. For example:
				 In the Key of C: Bass-Do, Tenor-Sol,
				 Alto-Ti, Soprano-Mi. Rearrange the
				 starting pitch for each part so each section
				 gets to explore.
		 -Bass-Do, Tenor-Sol, Alto-Ti, Sop-Re
		 - See This Google Drive Link for more options

Sing jazz literature in all your concerts
		 -Just do it! Choose one jazz chart and explore
		 jazz elements in your performance. Here are
		 some good ones I have used:
			 -Jazz Alleluia-Criag Curry
			 -Deke Sharon A Cappella Jazz Standards Vol 1
			 (Autumn Leaves, Don’t Mean A Thing, Fever)
			 -You Are So Beautiful-Kirby Shaw
			 -Or simply look up popular jazz titles in the
			 voice iteration you need
					 What a Wonderful World
					 Don’t Mean A Thing
					 Fly Me to the Moon
					 Feeling Good
					 God Bless the Child
					 How High the Moon
					 At Last
					 My Funny Valentine
There are many methods of integrating jazz into
the classroom as a means to create a safe space of
exploration, harmonic relevance, and an all vocal
genre integrating approach to the music classroom.
The key is to not simply use these methods on “fun
days.” The more you normalize jazz/contemporary
elements in the music classroom, the more students
will feel the individual genres are legitimate and
accepted and necessary.
Christopher Cross is currently in his 10th year of
teaching, and in his 1st year at Searcy High School. He
previously spent 8 years at Jacksonville High School
and 1 year at Jacksonville Lighthouse Charter School.
He founded the renowned contemporary a cappella
jazz/soul group, Natural State of Mind, a group that has won multiple
awards, performed in various venues, and has released a professional
EP available on all digital streaming platforms. Chris is a proud native
of Rixey, AR and a graduate of Jacksonville High School (2003). He is
also a licensed (2003) and ordained (2005) minister through St. Luke
Baptist Church in North Little Rock, AR. After high school, Chris went
on to receive his Bachelor of Arts Degree in Vocal Music and a minor in
History/Political Sciences from Arkansas Tech University in December
2008, and Master of Arts in Teaching (vocal/instrumental curriculum)
in 2014.
Chris has served as director of the Arkansas Youth Chorale during the
2014-2015 season and is a frequent clinician for ArkCDA, receiving the
Region 2 Senior High Director of the Year Award in 2016. He also is on
the board of ArkCDA and is the Arkansas representative of the national A
Cappella Education Association. Chris is the visionary and Chief Artistic
Director of the non-profit 4L Music Group INC that mentors and trains
young musicians and serves as a bridge to the semi/professional music
industry. Chris has also been invited to serve as a guest conductor at
Carnegie Hall in 2022 through MidAmerica Productions where he will
premiere many of his original arrangements.
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Vocal
Jazz

Programming Considerations
for the Choral Ensemble
by: Kevin Coker, DMA

P

rogramming is one of the most important tasks we do as choral music educators, and it
has a huge impact on our ensemble rehearsals and performance experiences. Effective
programming takes into consideration a great number of aspects that are guided by our own
teaching philosophies, accurate assessment of ensemble ability (including a knowledge of concepts
and skills which will continue their growth as musicians), and desired performance experience
for our singers. This can be a daunting and time-consuming task, especially if one is searching
for new or lesser-known titles. If you find yourself wanting to program a vocal jazz selection in
an ensemble, then I would encourage you to consider the titles below.
That Ever I Saw
by Darmon Meader
Darmon Meader is a distinguished vocalist,
saxophonist, and arranger. He has garnered
international recognition as founder and vocalist
for New York Voices. In addition to performing
with New York Voices, Meader also serves as their
chief arranger, composer, and producer. He has
approximately 80 titles published with a widevariety of voicings and difficulty levels. That Ever
I Saw, published by Carl Fisher, was composed for
the occasion of his wedding and is dedicated to his
wife. The work features rhythmic patterns which
create a speech-like sensation throughout the work.
Harmonically, Meader varies the texture from unison

lines to six-part chords that provide warm sonorities
that challenge the ensemble’s balance and intonation.
Why it works:
• Unison to Harmony – Several phrases open on
unison and then move to harmony. This aspect is
particularly important for ensembles that may not
be prepared to lock in seventh and ninth chords
as their line begins.
• Attainable Ranges – Vocal ranges are rather
narrow and do not require sopranos to go above
the staff or basses to go below the staff.
• Voice Leading – Meader’s background as a vocalist
is displayed throughout the work. Each voice part
has an enjoyable and singable line with logical
leaps spread throughout.

Why your singers will love it:
• Warm, Rich Harmonies – That Ever I Saw is a
wonderful introduction to the lush and sonorous
harmonies found in vocal jazz. Each progression
is logical and can be grasped quickly by singers
of all ability levels.
• Quick Success – Since the vocal lines often begin
on unison, the ensemble is able to sing through
large portions of the work early in the rehearsal
process. This helps to gain an instant sense of
accomplishment.
How it will challenge and enhance your ensemble:
• Rubato – The work has an organic sense of give
and take, and it continually challenges ensembles
to strive for a speech-like flow.
• Balance – One of the key elements to performing
any piece well is ensemble balance and tuning.
This is especially true in vocal jazz. Many chords
at the ending of phrases in That Ever I Saw will
challenge your singers to listen, tune, and balance
to each other in ways that other pieces cannot.
Voice Dance
by Greg Jasperse
Greg Jasperse currently serves on the Jazz faculty
at Western Michigan University where he teaches
applied jazz voice and conducts their award-winning
vocal jazz ensemble, Gold Company. Like Meador,
he has composed nearly a large number of choral
works for a wide-variety of voicings and difficulty
levels. Voice Dance, published by Shawnee Press, was
written in 2003 and has garnered popularity among
choral conductors and ensembles. Jesperse went on to
compose four more voice dances, numbered I through
V. Originally penned as a processional, it captures a
sense of forward motion and anticipation of things
to come. The combination of charming melodies and
rhythmic variety are enjoyed by both performers and
audiences alike. Voice Dance is available in SATB and
SSAA versions.
Why it works:
• Tempo – Marked as “Smoothly,” the piece is
neither fast nor slow. Instead, it has a fluid lilting
quality. This serves as a basis for providing a
continual sense of forward motion without
pushing the metronomic limits of the ensemble.
• Programming Needs – The moderately moving
tempo and unique rhythmic and vocal aspects
of Voice Dance allow it to fill a wide-variety
of programming needs. The piece can easily
function as an opener, closer, or provide contrast

in the middle of the ensemble’s set.
• Scat-like Syllables – Our choral singers rarely
have the opportunity to perform scat. This work
provides the framework for singers to explore
scat singing and have discussion concerning the
interpretation of performance style of various
syllables.
Why your singers will love it:
• Playfulness and Opportunities for Ensemble
Interaction – When performed well, this work
exudes enthusiasm and happiness. As the voices
“dance” they interact with each other and every
voice part has the opportunity to shine while
the others support them. Accomplishing this
in performance requires the singers to function
both an ensemble and individual voice parts
simultaneously.
• Challenge – The harmonic structure of Voice
Dance is not as challenging as in That Ever I Saw;
however, the rhythmic writing is much more
complex. Once the ensemble begins to “lean in”
to this challenge, they will love the work because
of it.
• Audience Response – The rhythms, tempo,
variations of performance styles within the work,
and scat syllables all lend toward a unique and
memorable experience for the audience.
How it will challenge and enhance your ensemble:
• Rhythm – While the rhythms can be challenging,
they are also repetitive and sequential. The piece
has a strong tie to form and structure with melodic
and rhythmic themes returning throughout.
• Range – There are moments where the sopranos
and tenors are given melodies or melodic
fragments that take them above the staff. It leaves
the voice part momentarily exposed with the
other ensemble members supporting them. The
occurrences are brief but prominent.
Kevin L. Coker is the Director of Choral Activities
at the University of Central Arkansas where
he conducts Concert Choir and the Chamber
Singers and teaches courses in conducting and
choral literature. Dr. Coker has 10 years of public
school teaching experience and has taught at the
elementary, middle school, and high school levels.
Prior to his appointment at UCA, Dr. Coker was the
Director of Choral Activities at Henderson State
University from 2018-2020, directed the University of Cincinnati
Men’s Chorus from 2016-2018 and was the choral director at Blue
Valley Northwest High School in Overland Park, Kansas from 20102016. He currently lives in Conway with his beautiful wife, Becky,
their daughters, Emma and Anna, and two golden retrievers, Cody
and Abby.
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TEACHING JAZZ

Jazz

In the General Music
Classroom
Boom Chick a Boom: Jazz for

All Ages by Doug Goodkin & the
Pentatonics

Looking for some ways
to incorporate jazz in your
general music classroom?
Check out these books and CDs
that general music teachers
have recommended.
Freddie the Frog and the Flying Jazz
Kitten: Scat Cat Island by Sharon
Burch
This Jazz Man by Karen Ehrhardt
and illustrated by R.G. Roth

Please note: ArkMEA has no affiliation with any
of the authors, publishers, or online retailers.

All Blues - Jazz for the Orff Ensemble
by Doug Goodkin
Now’s the Time: Teaching Jazz to All
Ages by Doug Goodkin
Jazz Fly by Matthew Gollub (audio
available)
Jazz Fly 2 by Matthew Gollub (audio
available)
Gotta Be Jazz by John Jacobson and
John Higgins
Hip Cat by Jonathan London and
illustrated by Woodleigh Hubbard

Jazz for Kids by JLCO with Wynton
Marsalis
Jazzy Fairy Tales: A Resource Guide
for Introducing Jazz Music to Young
Children by Susan Milligan and
Louise Rogers, performed by Louise
Rogers and Rick Strong
Duke Ellington: The Piano Prince
and His Orchestra by Andrea
Pinkney and illustrated by Brian
Pinkney (audio available)
Ella Fitzgerald: The Tale of a Vocal
Virtuosa by Andrea Pinkney and
illustrated by Brian Pinkney
Jazz Mosaic: Jazz Activities for the
Early Childhood Classroom By
Louise Rogers and Susan Milligan
The Sound That Jazz Makes by
Carole Boston Weatherford

Sarah Hawkins
MMT, MT-BC

Transforming
Musicians into
Therapists
The University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga Music Therapy
Program is a participant of the
Southern Regional Education
Board Academic Common
Market (ACM).
Arkansas residents can pursue a
music therapy degree at UTC for
in-state tuition rates.
To learn more about the ACM,
please visit utc.edu/acm

utc.edu/music

Katherine Goforth Elverd
MM, LPMT, MT-BC
Director of Music Therapy

Teaching with Technology
Using the Acapella App

I

by: Jessica Pettigrew

n light of the fact that many of us are trying to learn
new ways to teach our students, I wanted to share a
resource that has been very helpful to me this year
in my music classes. It is an app called “Acapella App by
PicPlayPost.” This app is available to iOS devices, and
it allows users to make multitrack videos.

without their part playing along.
Furthermore, the teacher could upload the same
video multiple times, with a different part being played
louder than the others in each upload. This way, students
who do not have access to an iOS device may still be
able to listen to their part at a louder volume.

General Music:
I have found the Acapella App especially helpful when
I am teaching a song with multiple parts, and I want the
students to be able to hear all the parts together. With
the Acapella App, I can record myself performing all
the parts in one video and share that with my students.
Here are some examples where I have used the app in
this way. (These examples all come from lessons in the
GAMEPLAN Grade 2 Music Curriculum.)

A Jazz Connection:
To practice improvisation, teachers might create a
rhythm section or backing track and invite students to
perform with the recording.
There are many features to this app, many of which
are available in the paid version. For more information
about the features of this app, I recommend this video.

Sioux Lullaby, Arr. Kriske/DeLelles
Turkey!
Jelly in the Bowl, Folk Rhyme, Arr. DeLelles
Performing Ensembles:
Band, choir, and orchestra directors could take this
a step further. Students with iOS devices can download
the free version of the app, import a video created by
their director, and listen to isolated parts. The app
allows users to adjust volume to individual tracks, so
students can listen to their isolated part or sing/play

Jessica Pettigrew is a music teacher in the
Monticello School District in Monticello, AR.
She teaches kindergarten through 2nd grade
general music at Monticello Elementary and
teaches 6th grade vocal music at Monticello
Middle School. She previously taught
kindergarten through 6th grade general
music in the Hamburg School District in
Hamburg, AR. She received her Bachelor of Music Education
in 2009 from Southern Arkansas University in Magnolia, AR,
where she received the Outstanding Music Student award.
She enjoys collaborating on music projects online with other
musicians from around the world on the Acapella App and has
found ways to use this app as a resource for her virtual music
lessons. She is married to Joshua Pettigrew, and they have
three children, Julie, Josie, and Jonathan.

EVEN TEACHERS
NEED TEACHERS
As an educator, one of the most impactful ways to improve is by educating yourself. That’s
why the Yamaha Educator Suite (YES) helps music teachers access professional development
opportunities, music teacher resources, program health support, advocacy assistance and
more. YES brings you a network of like-minded teachers, experts and professionals, who want
to help you achieve your goals. Let us help you raise the bar. Go to Yamaha.io/educatorsSEGUE3
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Improving
Improvisation
by: Darla Humes

I

mprovisation can be
intimidating and unnerving.
Eric Gomance, a guitarist who plays
in the Hot Springs based bands Oh
Mercy! and Retro, described his
high school improv experience by
saying, “Back then I would simply
identify the key I was working
with and wander around aimlessly
stepping on wrong notes.” For
many students, that may be what
improvisation feels like. However,
improvisation is an essential part
of playing jazz. Jazz originated
in New Orleans through ragtime
dance bands, and soloists. Crawford

in the Instrumental Ensemble
and Hamberlin (2013) write
that even early on, jazz was the
“quintessential performers’ music”
(p. 287) and referred to musical
performances that were not written
down.
How do you get students
comfortable improvising and
playing jazz? To answer this
question, I reached out to three
Arkansas band directors about
how they approach improvisation
in their instrumental ensembles.
José Holloway, MM, of Little Rock
is a professional jazz trumpeter
who teaches at Little Rock

Preparation
Roll takes a constructivist approach to improv by
encouraging students to use their ears. She states, “I’m
a firm believer in letting young jazz students learn
improv by allowing them complete freedom (and
a wide range of notes) at the beginning, and then
gradually I have them focus that freedom into what
pitches actually work in specific chord structures.” She
then discusses how chords relate to the scales and how
scale degrees relate to specific notes. Holloway and
Dooly both take the approach of giving students the
tools to prepare for improvising, the main focus also
being scales. Holloway states, “I typically do not focus
on improvisation until they have a sound concept of
tone, rhythm, and overall total ownership of scales to
the point of total recall.” Dooly also includes “rhythmic
examples,” and “effects” such as “growls, glissandos,
[and] vibrato” in the tools he gives students.
Teaching improvisation also gives these directors
opportunities to make connections. Roll states, “When
we begin our first improvisation lesson we discuss as

Southwest High School. Kaitlin
Roll teaches beginning low brass
at both MacArthur Junior High
and Annie Camp Junior High, 8th
and 9th grade band and jazz band
at Annie Camp Junior High, and
assists at Jonesboro High School in
Jonesboro, Arkansas. Logan Dooly
is in his 7th year as Lavaca High
School Band Director and music
teacher with a Bachelors of Music
Education from Henderson State
University and Masters in Jazz
Studies from University of Arkansas
Monticello.

a class what it means to improv in a different setting
other than band (like theatre) and how that looks and
sounds.” She also relates improvisation to storytelling
when students are coming up with improvised patterns.
“I give the analogy to them that soloing should be like
telling a story. You don’t use every word you know in
the English language all at once and word vomit at your
audience, that would be ridiculous! Instead you pause
between sentences and let them breathe. Normally in a
story, the interesting parts happen towards the end, like
the punch line of a joke.”
As part of his preparation, Holloway has students
listen to jazz musicians such as Miles Davis, Dizzy
Gillespie, and John Coltrane to “learn the vocabulary
that has been established.” Holloway has students do
multiple listenings of pieces. He says, “As we continue
to listen, I gradually point out listening for specifics like
the tone of the artist, the general style choices the artist
makes, scales the artist uses, licks, [and] how they build
upon ideas to create an improvised solo.” Holloway
increases the listening activities to learning motifs
from the pieces and finally transposing a 32 bar verse

from their favorite artist. This style project
allows students to connect and respond with
musicians and their styles while also improving
their own improvisation skills.
Practice
Once background knowledge has been
reviewed and established, all of the directors
take controlled steps with limitations on scales,
pitches, or modes to get students comfortable
with improvisation. Roll has students “play
each part of a concert Bb7 chord, [the first,
third, fifth, and seventh scale degree], in a
specific rhythmic pattern.” Students then
practice improvising with
“I explain those four notes. In beginning
the whole improvisation, students find
process as an safety in numbers by improvising
experiment, at the same time in groups. Roll
and sometimes has students improvise in groups
experiments of four or less. She says, “it helps
don’t work and the students hear what pitches
sometimes they and rhythms work and which
do! But you ones don’t” while feeling safe.
have to try to She also recommends students
figure out what work out of Dean Sorenson’s First
works and Place for Jazz method books that
what doesn’t.” “break down different styles, keys,
and rhythms, and articulations”
for students to improvise with.
Holloway and Dooly make use of the I Do, You
Do teaching method to begin improvisation.
Holloway has students play scales from the
first, second, and fifth scale degrees with swung
rhythms. He then demonstrates “simple two to
five note ideas,” and students begin to create
their own “simple musical vocabulary” using
those melodic ideas. It is important to note that
Holloway begins those ideas with pure echoing
before moving into question and answer. He is
giving students melodic ideas to remember and
incorporate into their own playing vocabulary.
Holloway described, “rote absolutely has to
be done just as babies learn to speak by rote.” In
Instrumental Music Education: Teaching with
the Musical and Practical in Harmony, Feldman
and Contizus emphasize the importance
of limits when teaching improvisation and
composition and sets these limits with “musical
words” (p. 56) much as Holloway does. A
noted difference is that Feldman and Contizus
begin with singing the patterns before playing.
With learning the “musical words,” Feldman
and Contizus outline a six step process to
improvisation that teaches students how to
“construct a musical sentence” (p. 56) first

with a musical call and response game and
later with seven tools: repetition, tempo and
rhythmic variation, dynamic changes, motivic
variation, ornamentation, meter and emphasis,
and dissonances. Similar to this idea, Gomance
said during his own improvisation, “I will
take snippets of the melody from the song and
embellish them or come up with my own lines
based on the mode that the chords imply.” This
could be a useful tip for students.
Dooly uses call and response exercises where
“I will play examples of just a few notes of
a scale” with rhythmic variation. He breaks
improvisation into two levels. In level 1, he
focuses on diatonic improvisation with back
tracks “or rhythm section with a simple twelve
bar progression.” Dooly refers to level 2 as
“playing through the changes” where students
play through different modalities within chord
changes. “I also like to lead intermediate
and advanced students in finding the bridge
between the changes to where they can find the
modes (key centers) that take place throughout
the progression of a piece.” He has students
play and analyze the “key centers of a piece...
[for] example: key center C, so [students] play
D dorian, G mixoldyian, and end with C Ionian
(Major).” Holloway also makes use of these
modalities and chord focuses. He has students
“swing the pentascale for each of the ii, V, and
I chords” until they are competent at swinging
the scales and pentascales. He then repeats the
I Do, You Do process with pentascale “licks” so
students have a vocabulary they can utilize to
improvise on their own.
Pressure
Improvisation can be nerve wracking for
some students. All three directors approach
practicing improvisation with techniques to
relieve the pressure of performing individually
and make improvising a regular part of their
rehearsals. Roll sets the rehearsal environment
with “I explain the whole process as an
experiment, and sometimes experiments don’t
work and sometimes they do! But you have to
try to figure out what works and what doesn’t.”
She also incentivises and rewards students
with her “Improv-er of the Week” award. “I do
an “Improv of the Week” competition where
I allow students to perform individually for
everyone and then I pick my favorite of the day.
I let them know from the beginning that my
favorite may not be the most complex or even
the most accurate.” Setting up opportunities
to improvise is key. Dooly has a “12 bar

progression jam” where students can improvise
a few measures individually but a portion of the
jam session allows everyone to improvise at the
same time “so there is no spotlight pressure, but
they still get to test the waters of improv!”

important for students to understand where
jazz came from, even if they aren’t in a jazz
band. I try to incorporate jazz concepts and
styles into my other band classes as regularly
as possible.” She also recommends Great Jazz
Legends by Ronald C. McCurdy for jazz history.
Improvisation can be used for ear training
purposes in regular band warm ups. Roll uses
call and response exercises in beginning band
where students improvise their own rhythm
patterns while playing on their mouthpieces.
Dooly has section leaders improvise five note
or less melodic motifs that the sections listen to
and echo back. This could easily be expanded
to question and answer style improvisation
between section members. Improvisation can
be included in traditional band settings. It can
be intimidating for students to try to improvise;
however, many of the strategies above can
improve a student’s chance of success, build a
musical vocabulary, and introduce students to
new types of music and playing techniques.
References
Crawford, R., & Hamberlin, L. (2013). An
Introduction to American music. WW.
Norton & Company, Inc.

Incorporate
Improvisation and jazz can be worked
into ensembles outside of the jazz band. All
of the directors incorporate jazz into their
concert band selections. At the time this
article was written, Holloway was working
on Michael Story’s A Cartoon Christmas,
“heavily influenced by jazz.” Roll also purposely
chooses concert band pieces that incorporate
jazz. She states, “I am a huge advocate for
implementing jazz history into the band
curriculum at all levels. I think it’s extremely

Feldman, E., & Contzius, A. (2016).
Instrumental music education: Teaching with
the musical and practical in harmony
Routledge.
Darla Humes is the elementary music
teacher at Parkway Elementary in the
Bryant School District where she teaches
kindergarten through fifth grade general
music and directs the Parkway Elementary
choir. She has a Masters in Music Education
from Kent State University and her Kodaly Certification. Darla
strives to integrate technology into the music room’s traditional
pedagogies to create students who are engaged in music long
past their time in her classroom.

Lead
a Legacy
An Interview with Sandra Jones
BY BART DOOLEY

Could you tell us a little about your
background as a music teacher?
I started teaching in 1981 as a Band
Director and Social Studies teacher. I
continued with band directing for 4 years,
first in Magnolia, then in Grady. Next, I
taught General Music in West Helena.
I temporarily stopped teaching after
my fifth year and went to Arkansas State
University to pursue my Masters in Music
Education. While there, I worked as a
Graduate Assistant in the School of Music
and the School of Education. Then, I went
to The University of Memphis, and later
The University of Michigan to continue
my graduate studies in Educational
Administration.
I returned to Arkansas and taught band
from 1994-97 in Pulaski County. After that,
I worked in a succession of teaching jobs
which included teaching Band and General
Music in Prescott and Stephens/McNeil,
and teaching Orchestra in El Dorado. My
teaching career culminated with a 15-year
tenure in Hope Public Schools (2005-2020)
teaching General Music, Choir, and serving
as an assistant to two Band Directors.

What has been your greatest success as a
music educator?
My greatest success has been being able
to share vocal and instrumental music with
hundreds of children over the past 30-plus
years. I have especially enjoyed working with
choral groups, bands, and orchestras.
Over your career, what has changed the
most in music education? What do you see as
the future of music education?
In recent years, technology has
revolutionized the ways students learn and
can be used in a variety of ways to enhance
traditional instruction.
Even with that, traditional methods are
still a solid foundation, and should never
totally go out of style in favor of technology.
Finally, what advice do you have for young
and developing music educators?
Learn to “roll with the punches” and take
your emotions out of the mix. Study hard to
be competent, do your best at all times, stay
professional, love your students, and always
wear a smile.

A Quick Mental Health
Check-in
As music educators, we have likely all felt
exhausted, short-tempered, or burned out. Taking
care of yourself allows you to have the energy and
patience you need to feel confident about your work.
Next time you notice negative feelings creeping in,
try asking yourself these few questions. After some
practice, you might be able to more quickly identify
the source of your stress and possible solutions.

• How am I feeling? What do I need (mentally
and physically)?
• What’s taking up most of my headspace?
• When did I last eat a whole meal?
• Am I tired?
• What will I engage in today that will bring me
joy?

Past President’s Note
Haley Greer
Greetings from Southeast Arkansas!
As I write this letter, I wonder what the state of the world will be when
it hits the Internet. Who knows? Every day seems to be a lottery,
and yet some things never change; teacher dedication is one of them.
It’s been a year since the first COVID-19 cases hit the US, turning
the music world on its head. We have all dug a little deeper, learning
more about virtual learning than we ever thought we would, and
mourning the drastic onset of student apathy and absence, the loss of
rehearsals, live performances, and classrooms as we’ve known them.
But every cloud has a silver lining, yes? When the pandemic is over,
our students will benefit from new technology resources and creative
ways of teaching with different approaches and attitudes, all born out
of a perspective shift.
ArkMEA and NAfME are here to support you in the midst of the
COVID chaos and post-pandemic. Our national affiliate has so much
to offer via their website; just login and click all the tabs - you never
know what you’ll find! ArkMEA will continue to provide professional
development at All-State, Summer Workshop, and mini-webinars, as
well as performance opportunities for your students at the upcoming
virtual Music In Our Schools Month and (fingers crossed!) the
Honors Choir and Orchestra in Fall 2021.
Speaking of change, when we all enjoy perusing this February issue of
Journal, ArkMEA will be under the leadership of our new president,
April Shelby. I am excited to hand off the baton to her because she’s
brimming with enthusiasm and ideas! If you’re interested in serving
on the ArkMEA board, now is a great time to jump in. Just email
info@arkmea.org to get involved.
As I step into the role of past-president, I realize that serving on the
ArkMEA board for the last six years has been rewarding work for me,
making new music friends and learning so much. Thank you for the
opportunity.
Sincerely,
Haley Greer

Past-President’s Farewell
by Amber Moss
When I sat down to write my final farewell, I was completely at a loss for words. 2020 has
been a year unlike any other, and to be candid, I am exhausted from having to continuously
monitor and adjust like I never have before. I know every music educator has had these
same feelings throughout this year, and I applaud each and every one of you for continuing
to advocate for music education! We are continuing to enhance students’ lives through
music.
I have been a part of the leadership team of ArkMEA for the past eight consecutive years.
I’m not sure how to say goodbye at this point.
In my first President’s address, I gave this definition:
Attacca - (music) Without any break between the current movement and
the next movement of the work.
I feel it is fitting to leave you the same way we started on this journey. I hope I have served
you well Arkansas. May the music continue to live on in your hearts, and may you always
have attacca in the service that ArkMEA provides. Thank you members of the ArkMEA
board for allowing me to serve you, and our fellow Arkansans. Until we sing again.

Amber Moss
Past President
ArkMEA
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